SmartFlare System
Overview
Oilfield Combustion, Focused
and Dedicated

SmartFlare Control
The SmartFlare allows user flexibility in function
and control parameters while maintaining
impeccable operational performance.
Quad O certified with a
99.9 % DRE capability.

Versatility

The SmartFlare is designed to operate in multiple conditions. It

can be used as a stand-alone combustor for production vessels, a

relief for tank battery vapors, or in conjunction with a VRU to deal

with sudden gas surges. The SmartFlare also has the ability to
maximize flow performance through use of

interchangeable flare stacks.

Power
Being powered by 12 volts DC the SmartFlare is an
easy choice for stand-alone solar operations. Low

power consumption and a seamless battery backup

make tying the SmartFlare to existing power sources
simple. Options for other supply power combinations
are also readily available.

Safe & Low Sound Impact
The SmartFlare is fully insulated and benefits from a
low profile with an enclosed flame. Being insulated

significantly reduces radiant heat and increases unit

lifespan by eliminating unnecessary stress factors and
wear and tear. Low radiant heat also prevents injury
from contact burns. The low profile design,
enclosed flame, and insulated stacks
keep noise to a minimum.

SmartFlare Data Management
Built-In in Modbus

The SmartFlare has multiple ways of collecting
and logging data. This flexibility allows
you to choose the best method of
gathering data and easily
generating the reports
needed to meet
regulations.

The SmartFlare comes equipped with built in Modbus communications. Modbus

communications allow real time monitoring, alarms, and other data to be retrieved through
existing SCADA systems via radio, phone line, or modem.

Local Interface
Intuitive inputs and outputs as well as a large touch-screen interface makes configuring and
monitoring all SmartFlare functions easy. For example: adjustable start and stop set points
allow the amount of pressure on the tanks to be tightly controlled.

Constant Monitoring
The SmartFlare continually monitors temperature,

pressure, runtime, and gas flow rate. Gas accumulation

is measured for previous day and previous hour. This
data is logged to the memory chip which can be

easily transferred to a computer and viewed

as a standard .CSV (Excel) file.

Advanced Flame Sense
The SmartFlare’s flame detector senses flame presence
and intensity. Advanced UV technology constantly

monitors and checks for the presence of a pilot and flame.
Upon flame loss the system will go through a series of

user configurable sequences involving automatic restart/

retries and purge sequences.
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